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fudich and Little Rocky mountains and the northern Black Hills—they have

floor, where they were buried under thick layers of sediments. Today these 
fossil rich deposits—how compressed into solid sandstone and shale—are bur-

When the Cambrian sea finally withdrew and dry land emerged again, the 
forces of erosion immediately began to tear away at the newly formed rocks. 
Bur soon, geologically speaking—after a break of little more than 20 million 
years—the water rose and slowly spread over the land. This time, even rite 
transcontinental island chain was bathed in the warm, clear seas. Now primi
tive snails munched on algae and were themselves preyed upon by giant squid 
like nautiloids. with shells up to a couple of yards in length. Hundreds of new 
species of shelled animals evolved, including crinoids, or "sea lilies" (distantly
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and the familial owners of rhe poles has always been the deciding factor in 
any village decision. Two years later, the newly elected chiefcouncillor. Percy 
Williams, approached Solomon Wilson, a chief from the village of Chaatl, 

want to see it stay right there and go back into the ground where it belongs." 
The pole remains stand Ing today, accessible to rhe Haida people, and to those 
who visit the site with rhe permission of rhe Skidcgate Band Council. Percy 
Williams was on the council that gave permission for the removal of rhe poles 
at Nunstiinrs. but Solomon Wilson's comments profoundly affected him, 
leaving him with mixed feelings about the salvage expedition. On the one 

the accessibility of our culture within the museum institution, but on the 
other hand the reality is that the salvaging of our peoples culture and heritage 
must also be viewed within rhe context of the colonial, scientific study of the 
other, the dominant culture's assumption that it is not only their obligation 
but their right to assume the responsibility of caring for (and promoting the 
notion of) a dying culture, that within a museum setting, the poles of the 
Haida nation arc transmuted into artifacts, frozen in time, becoming  part of 
a homogeneous collection of Indian artifacts, and that having them stored 
inside a government instirurion five hundred miles away from Haida Gwaii 
docs little to educate people about contemporary Haida culture—whereas 
the pole in Chaatl remains for our children.’’

As discussed, native people's need tor a saviour has been firmly 
entrenched and naturalized in Canadian history through various processes. 
’Ilie notion that Reid is not just the resurrector of Northwest Coast art. but 
that he has. in Doris Shadbolt's words, "opened up for the native people a 
channel to the respect for their heritage and therefore themselves that they 
were in danger oflosing."” implies that he was also responsible for the spiri
tual rebirth of nations of people. Shadbolt's remark is vaguely reminiscent of 

by rhe B.C. Indian Arts and Welfare Society, 1948—a society founded, said 
the then-president. Mrs. A. J. Tullis, "to help rhe Indians help themselves."’* 
In this report, artist Mildred Valley Ihornton comments on native children’s 
interest in her portraiture of native people from communities all across 
Canada: "All the children need is the guidance from others to set this spirit.

<o apply the torch."' In rhe same report. Miss C. Johnson of’the Department
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